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a b s t r a c t 
Flow over open cavities is mainly governed by a feedback mechanism due to the interaction of shear layer 
instabilities and acoustic forcing propagating upstream in the cavity. This phenomenon is known to lead 
to resonant tones that can reach 180 dB in the far-field and may cause structural fatigue issues and an- 
noying noise emission. This paper concerns the use of optimal control theory for reducing the noise level 
emitted by the cavity. Boundary control is introduced at the cavity upstream corner as a normal velocity 
component. Model-based optimal control of cavity noise involves multiple simulations of the compress- 
ible Navier–Stokes equations and its adjoint, which makes it a computationally expensive optimization 
approach. To reduce the computational costs, we propose to use a reduced-order model (ROM) based on 
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) as a surrogate model of the forward simulation. For that, a con- 
trol input separation method is first used to introduce explicitly the control effect in the model. Then, 
an accurate and robust POD ROM is derived by using an optimization-based identification procedure and 
generalized POD modes, respectively. Since the POD modes describe only velocities and speed of sound, 
we minimize a noise-related cost functional characteristic of the total enthalpy unsteadiness. After opti- 
mizing the control function with the reduced-order model, we verify the optimality of the solution using 
the original, high-fidelity model. A maximum noise reduction of 4.7 dB is reached in the cavity and up to 
16 dB at the far-field. 
1. Introduction
Flow past open cavities is well known to exhibit self-sustained
instabilities, leading to an undesirable aeroacoustic noise. These
flow-induced oscillations arise from a feedback loop caused by
a strong coupling of hydrodynamic instabilities with the acous- 
tic perturbations. In summary, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities grow
in the separated shear layer, creating coherent structures that im- 
pact on the downstream edge of the cavity. This phenomenon radi- 
ates acoustic waves that propagate upstream inside the cavity. The
high leading edge receptivity causes these unsteady perturbations
to further excite the shear layer instabilities. This self-sustained
mechanism leads to high noise levels in the far-field and may lead
to structural fatigue, optical distortion and annoying noise emis- 
sion. In engineering applications, cavity flows are encountered in
aircraft landing gears, pantograph recess of high speed trains, sun-
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roof of cars, etc. These flows are largely characterized by the pres- 
ence of a global instability, that dominates the flow, and belong
to the oscillators’ category as defined by Huerre and Rossi [21] .
Reducing the cavity noise is then of extreme importance for the
development of quieter transport means. It is now well-known
that the control of instabilities for oscillator flows is feasible with
a model-based approach relying on linear control tools [35] . In
this paper, the objective is to reduce the level of noise emitted
by the cavity with an optimal control approach based on a non- 
linear model of the dynamics. High-fidelity numerical simulations,
like Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of Navier–Stokes equations
(NSE), are too expensive for flow control applications. This obser- 
vation is particularly true when iterative optimization methods are
used as in the case of optimal control [19] . It is then necessary
to derive surrogate models for reducing the computational costs
related to optimal control of high-dimensional nonlinear systems.
Starting from an experimental or computational database, the ob- 
jective is to derive Reduced-Order Models (ROMs) which mine the
relevant information content in terms of dynamics.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compfluid.2017.10.019 
In the last decade, Reduced-Order Models based on Proper Or- 
thogonal Decomposition (POD) have gained a lot of popularity for
modeling the dynamics of complex systems [9,10] . These reduced- 
order models are derived by a Galerkin projection of the governing
equations (in our case, the compressible NSE) onto the dominant
POD modes. Two main difficulties arise with the use of POD-based
ROMs in flow optimization. First, these reduced-order models are
in general not sufficiently accurate to describe correctly the origi- 
nal dynamics, even over short periods of time. This is mainly due
to the truncation issued from the Galerkin projection where only a
small set of POD modes are kept in the model. Second, the POD- 
based ROMs often exhibit a lack of robustness to the change of
control parameters during the optimization procedure. For the ac- 
curacy of the model, a variety of numerical strategies have been
tested over the years [4,8,11,22,29] . The overall philosophy is to
perform a system identification to minimize the error between the
solutions obtained by DNS and the one obtained by time integra- 
tion of the reduced-order model. Concerning the robustness of the
model, the ideal would be to derive reduced-order models directly
parameterized by the control parameters. However, this is still a
matter of development in the reduced-order modeling community
[2] . One alternative consists in generating generalized POD func- 
tions by forcing the flow with an ad-hoc time dependent excitation
that is rich in frequency content. The basic idea is to increase the
ability of POD modes to approximate correctly the dynamics cor- 
responding to different actuated flows. This approach was assessed
in Bergmann et al. [4] for a circular cylinder wake configuration,
where a POD ROM was used to minimize a drag-related cost func- 
tional characteristic of the wake unsteadiness. Another alternative
is to use an adaptive approach in which new reduced-order mod- 
els are regularly and automatically determined during the opti- 
mization process when the effectiveness of the existing POD-based
reduced-order model is insufficient to represent accurately the ac- 
tuated flow. This approach, called Trust-Region Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (TRPOD), was originally proposed in Fahl [13] and
later applied to the drag minimization of a circular cylinder wake
flow in Bergmann and Cordier [3] . An interest of TRPOD is the exis- 
tence of rigorous convergence results which guarantee that the so- 
lutions obtained by the TRPOD algorithm converge to the solution
of the original optimization problem defined by the high-fidelity
model. Regarding the use of Reduced-Order Modeling for flow con- 
trol, the reader is referred to Noack et al. [27] . An extensive review
of closed-loop Turbulence control can be found in the recent paper
of Brunton and Noack [6] .
Self-sustained oscillations of flow over rectangular cavities have
been studied with the aim of understanding the hydrodynamic
feedback mechanism that leads to noise emission [5,15,30] . Ad- 
vances in understanding, modeling, and controlling oscillations in
the flow past a cavity have been reviewed in Rowley and Williams
[32] with a focus on open- and closed-loop forcing strategies. The
model reduction of compressible cavity flows with reduced-order
models based on POD has been developed in Rowley et al. [31] and
Gloerfelt [14] . In these papers, the main objective is to derive a
surrogate model of the compressible Navier–Stokes equations for
studying long-time dynamics, or exploring a range of parameters
for the unactuated flow. More recently, feedback control of cav- 
ity flows using POD-based reduced order models is reported in
Samimy et al. [33] and Nagarajan et al. [26] . However, as far as we
know, open-loop control of the cavity flow with an optimal con- 
trol approach based on a reduced-order model derived by POD has
not yet been reported in the literature. The target is the reduc- 
tion of the level of noise emitted by the cavity. A boundary control
is introduced at the cavity upstream corner as a normal velocity
component to simulate a zero mass flow synthetic jet type actua- 
tion. Since the POD modes represent only the velocity components
and the speed of sound, a noise-related cost functional character- 
istic of the total enthalpy unsteadiness is minimized. The accuracy
and the robustness of the POD-based reduced-order model are im- 
proved by an identification procedure and the use of generalized
POD modes, respectively. The optimal control approach is solved
using a classical Lagrange multipliers method. The performance of
the optimized solution is evaluated by introducing the control law
into the DNS simulation. The efficiency of the open-loop control is
measured by introducing pressure sensors at various locations of
the cavity in the near and far field, and by computing the spectra
of pressure signals. Finally, the far-field acoustics is characterized
by estimating the Overall Sound Pressure Level (OASPL).
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 , a framework
for applying POD and Galerkin projection to compressible fluids is
presented. The extension of this formalism to the case of actuated
flows, and the identification technique used for improving the ac- 
curacy of the model are also briefly discussed. The optimal control
approach used in this paper for determining the open-loop con- 
trol law is described in Section 3 . In Section 4 , the applications
of reduced-order modeling for the unactuated and optimized actu- 
ated flows are presented. Some concluding remarks and perspec- 
tives follow in Section 5 .
2. Reduced-order modeling based on Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition
The principle of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition is to extract
modes based on optimizing the mean square of the field variable
being examined [9] . POD is one of the most widely used tech- 
niques in analyzing fluid flows. Beyond this, an attractive prop- 
erty of POD is its potential for constructing reduced-order mod- 
els [10] . Indeed, Galerkin projection can be used to reduce high- 
dimensional discretization of partial differential equations into
reduced-order models made of ordinary differential equations. Let
Ä be the spatial domain and q ( x , t ) any vector field of interest (e.g.,
velocity) where x and t represent space and time, respectively. We
seek a space-time decomposition of q in the form:
q (x , t) = q (x ) +
N Snap∑
i =1 
a P i (t) φi (x ) , (1)
where q represents the ensemble average of a set of N Snap flow
snapshots. The spatial modes φi and the temporal coefficients
a P
i are determined as the solutions of a constrained optimiza- 
tion problem [7] . It can be shown that these modes can be de- 
termined by a singular value decomposition of the data matrix
that collects an ensemble of snapshots at different time instants
[20] . The POD modes can then be exploited in a Galerkin frame- 
work to derive a reduced-order model by projection of the gov- 
erning equations onto the dominant modes. The flow past a cav- 
ity is here modeled with the same compressible isentropic equa- 
tions as in Rowley et al. [31] . According to the usual compressible
non-dimensionalization, the length scales are non-dimensionalized
with the cavity depth D , the streamwise and spanwise velocity
components, u and v , with the free stream velocity U ∞ , and the
speed of sound c by the free stream sound speed c ∞ . The isen- 
tropic Navier–Stokes equations may be written in two dimensions
as
u t = −uu x − v u y −
1
M 2
2
γ − 1
cc x +
1
Re
(u xx + u yy )
v t = −u v x − vv y −
1
M 2
2
γ − 1
cc y +
1
Re
(v xx + v yy )
c t = −uc x − v c y −
γ − 1
2
c ( u x + v y ) ,
where Re = U ∞ D/ν is the Reynolds number and M = U ∞ /c ∞ is the
Mach number. In these equations, the indices t, x and y stand for
partial derivation.
Denoting q = (u, v , c) , these equations take the form:
˙ q =
1
Re
L(q ) +
1
M 2 
Q 1 (q , q ) + Q 2 (q , q ) with (2)
L(q ) =
[ 
u xx + u yy
v xx + v yy
0
]
, Q 1 (q 
1 , q 2 ) = −
2
γ − 1
[ 
c 1 c 2 x 
c 1 c 2y 
0
]
, 
and Q 2 (q 
1 , q 2 ) = −

 u 1 u 2 x + v 1 u 2yu 1 v 2 x + v 1 v 2y
u 1 c 2 x + v 
1 c 2y +
γ − 1
2
c 1 (u 2 x + v 
2 
y )

 .
In order to obtain vector-valued POD modes, and then derive a
reduced-order model by Galerkin projection, we must first define
an inner product. An appropriate choice for compressible flows is
to consider:(
q 1 , q 2 
)
Ä
= 
∫
Ä
(u 1 u 2 + v 1 v 2 +
2
γ − 1
c 1 c 2 ) d x , (3)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats. This definition gives stag- 
nation enthalpy as the induced norm. Another advantage of using
(3) for definition is that the origin of the attractor of the reduced- 
order model remains stable as shown in Rowley et al. [31] . Insert- 
ing the expansion (1) into (2) , and taking the inner product with
φi gives
˙ aR i (t) =
1
Re
C 1i +
1
M 2 
C 2 i + C 
3
i ︸ ︷︷ ︸
C i 
+ 
N Gal∑ 
j=1 
(
1
Re
L 1i j +
1
M 2 
L 2 i j + L 
3
i j 
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
L i j 
a R j (t)
+ 
N Gal∑
j,k =1 
(
1
M 2 
Q 1i jk + Q
2
i jk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q i jk 
a R j (t) a
R 
k (t)
= C i +
N Gal∑
j=1 
L i j a 
R 
j (t) +
N Gal∑
j,k =1 
Q i jk a 
R 
j (t) a
R 
k (t)
= f i ( C i , L i , Q i ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
y i 
, a R (t)) = f i (y i , a 
R (t)) (4)
where f i is a polynomial of degree 2 in a 
R , and where N Gal is the
number of POD modes kept in the projection. The coefficients of
the dynamical system are given by
C 1i =
(
φi , L( q )
)
Ä
, L 1i j =
(
φi , L(φ j )
)
Ä
, 
C 2i =
(
φi , Q 1 ( q , q )
)
Ä
, L 2i j =
(
φi , Q 1 ( q , φ j ) + Q 1 (φ j , q )
)
Ä
, 
C 3i =
(
φi , Q 2 ( q , q )
)
Ä
, L 3i j =
(
φi , Q 2 ( q , φ j ) + Q 2 (φ j , q )
)
Ä
, and
Q 1i jk = 
(
φi , Q 1 (φ j , φk )
)
Ä
, 
Q 2i jk = 
(
φi , Q 2 (φ j , φk )
)
Ä
. 
The temporal dynamics of the coefficients a R
i can now be de- 
termined by a time integration of (4) from the initial conditions
a P 
i (0) directly obtained by POD. For that, a fourth order Runge–
Kutta scheme is used.
Since the main goal of deriving a POD-based reduced-order
model is flow control, we need to extend the previous formalism
by explicitly introducing the control in the model. Following Kas- 
nakoglu [23] , we seek [26] an orthogonal basis expansion given by
q (x , t) = q (x ) + ˜ qac (x , t) + γ (t) ψ(x ) , (5)
with
˜ qac (x , t) =
N Gal∑
i =1 
a ac i (t) φi (x ) , (6)
and where γ and ψ represent the actuation and the actuated spa- 
tial mode, respectively. In (5) , q is the mean field defined in (1) ,
and φj are the spatial eigenfunctions of the uncontrolled flow.
ψ is determined as a solution of an unconstrained minimization
problem as detailed in Kasnakoglu [23] and Nagarajan et al. [26] .
Substituting (5) into (2) and then carrying out Galerkin projection
yields the following reduced-order model for the actuated dynam- 
ics:
˙ aac i (t) = C i +
N Gal∑
j=1 
L i j a 
ac 
j (t) +
N Gal∑
j,k =1 
Q i jk a 
ac 
j (t) a 
ac 
k (t)
+ h 1 i γ (t) +
N Gal∑
j=1 
h 2 i j a 
ac 
j (t ) γ (t ) + h 3 i γ
2 (t) . (7)
The coefficients of this model are given by
h 1 i =
1
Re
(
φi , L(ψ)
)
Ä
+ 
(
φi , Q ( q , ψ)
)
Ä
+ 
(
φi , Q (ψ, q )
)
Ä
, 
h 2 i j =
(
φi , Q (φ j , ψ)
)
Ä
+ 
(
φi , Q (ψ, φ j )
)
Ä
, 
h 3 i =
(
φi , Q (ψ, ψ)
)
Ä
, 
with Q (·, ·) =
1
M 2 
Q 1 (·, ·) + Q 2 (·, ·) . It is well-known that a POD- 
based reduced-order modeling is in general not sufficiently accu- 
rate to describe the correct dynamics of the original flow. This is
true for uncontrolled flows where convergence to wrong attrac- 
tors, and even divergence, have been reported for long time inte- 
gration [36] . This phenomenon is even more likely to occur when
the goal of POD reduced-order models is to reproduce actuated
flows. This inaccuracy is mainly attributed to the mode trunca- 
tion effect introduced by the Galerkin projection. Many strategies
have been considered in the literature to treat these shortcomings.
Among them, different identification methods have been proposed
in Cordier et al. [8] . The principle of these methods is to deter- 
mine the coefficients y i ( i = 1 , · · · , N Gal ) in (4) such that the error
between the temporal POD coefficients a P 
i (t) determined by POD,
and those obtained by time integration of (4) is minimized in a
given sense. In this work, a weighted regularization approach as
in Nagarajan et al. [26] is used to calibrate the coefficients of the
reduced-order model.
3. Open-loop control of cavity flows
In this section, an optimal control approach is used to deter- 
mine the control γ . A cost functional C, which includes the con- 
trol objective as well as the cost of introducing the control, is min- 
imized over an optimization time horizon T o . A detailed descrip- 
tion of optimal control theory can be found in Gunzburger [17] ,
[18] and Cordier [7] . The main obstacle to the use of optimal con- 
trol is the high computational costs associated with the solution
when a high-fidelity model is used to describe the dynamics of the
system. For that reason, the POD reduced-order model (7) is here
employed as a low-dimensional approximation model of the actu- 
ated dynamics. Since only the velocity components and the speed
of sound are represented by the POD modes, it seems natural to
use the total stagnation enthalpy of the fluctuating state variable
˜ qac as a proxy for the cavity noise. Mathematically, this goal is rep- 
resented by the cost function:
C(q , γ ) = 
ℓ 1
2
∫ T o
0 
‖ ˜  qac (x , t) ‖ 2Ä d t + 
ℓ 2
2
∫ T o
0 
γ 2 (t) d t. (8)
The first term on the right hand side corresponds to the control
goal and the second term represents the cost associated with the
control. The real constants ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 are the regularization param- 
eters which are arbitrarily chosen to limit the size of control and
to define a well-posed optimization problem. Substituting ˜ qac with
the POD expansion (6) yields to:
C(a ac , γ ) = 
ℓ 1
2
∫ T o
0 
‖ a ac (t) ‖ 2 2 d t + 
ℓ 2
2
∫ T o
0 
γ 2 (t) d t
= 
ℓ 1
2 
∫ T o
0 
N Gal∑ 
i =1 
(
a ac i 
)2 
(t) d t + 
ℓ 2
2 
∫ T o
0
γ 2 (t) d t. (9)
The original control problem is then expressed as

min 
γ (t) 
C(a ac , γ (t))
constrained to
S (a ac , γ (t)) = 0 ,
(10)
where the constraint S is given by the actuated reduced-order
model (7) . The Lagrange multipliers method is used to solve this
constrained optimization problem. For enforcing the constraints,
Lagrange multipliers also referred to as the adjoint variables ξ are
introduced, and a new Lagrangian functional is defined as
A (a ac , γ , ξ) = C(a ac , γ (t)) − 〈 ξ, S (a ac , γ ) 〉
= C(a ac , γ (t)) −
N Gal ∑ 
i =1 
∫ T o
0 
ξi (t) S i (a 
ac , γ ) d t. (11)
The main purpose of introducing the Lagrangian functional A is to
transform the constrained optimization problem (10) into an un- 
constrained optimization problem that is easier to solve. The so- 
lutions of this new optimization problem are obtained at the sta- 
tionary points of A i.e. for
δA =
N Gal∑
i =1 
(
∂A
∂a ac 
i 
δa aci 
)
+ 
∂A
∂γ
δγ +
N Gal∑
i =1 
(
∂A
∂ξi
δξi
)
= 0
where δa ac , δγ and δξ are arbitrary variations for the state, control
and the adjoint variables, respectively.
The so-called optimality system is finally obtained by setting
each variation of A with respect to the parameters ξ, a ac and γ to
zero. Collecting the results, we obtain:
S (a ac , γ (t)) = 0 , (12a)
dξi (t)
dt
= −ℓ 1 a 
ac 
i (t)
−
N Gal∑
j=1 
(
L ji + γ (t) h 2 ji +
N Gal∑ 
k =1 
(
Q jik + Q jki
)
a ac k (t)
)
ξ j (t) (12b)
∂A
∂γ
= ℓ 2 γ (t) +
N Gal∑
i =1 
(
h 1 i +
N Gal∑
j=1 
h 2 i j a 
ac 
j + 2 h 3 i γ (t)
)
ξi . (12c)
These equations, namely the state Eq. (12a) , the adjoint
Eq. (12b) and the optimality condition (12c) , are collectively re- 
ferred to as the optimality system. At the minimum of C, the op- 
timality condition is equal to zero. The adjoint equation is solved
backward in time from the terminal condition
ξi (T o ) = 0 .
The optimality system (12) is solved iteratively. The algorithm is
the following: start with an initial guess γ (0) ( t ) for the control pa- 
rameter. For m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , + ∞
1. Solve the direct system (12a) forward in time to obtain the cor- 
responding state variables ( a ac ) 
(m ) (t) .
2. Use the direct variables obtained in step 1 to solve the adjoint
system (12b) for ξ( m ) ( t ).
3. Use the results of step 1 and 2 to compute the gradient of the
functional ∇ γ C 
(m ) (t) on the interval [0; T o ] by solving the op- 
timality condition (12c) .
Fig. 1. Geometry and computational domain with dimensional quantities. 
Fig. 2. POD eigenvalues and Relative Information Content (RIC). Only the first 15 
modes are shown. 
4. Use the gradient determined in the previous step to update the
control. Set γ (m +1) (t) = γ (m ) (t) + ω (m ) d (m ) (t) where d ( m ) is a
direction of descent estimated by a conjugate gradient method,
using ∇ γ C 
(m ) (t) . Here ω ( m ) is the length step determined by
the Armijo method.
5. Repeat the procedure until a suitable stopping criterion is sat- 
isfied.
4. Results and discussions
4.1. Reduced-order modeling of the unactuated flow
The two-dimensional, compressible flow past a rectangular cav- 
ity is considered. Fig. 1 describes the computational domain. The
flow conditions are for a Mach number M = 0 . 6 , length to depth
ratio equal 2, a Reynolds number based on the cavity depth of
Re = 1500 [26] . A zero-pressure gradient laminar boundary layer is
defined at the domain inlet to ensure a thickness of δ = 0 . 28 D on
the left cavity corner. A 4 th order predictor corrector scheme for
both the temporal and spatial discretization as given in Gottlieb
and Turkel [16] is used. No-slip boundary conditions are applied
along the walls. In addition, the characteristic boundary condi- 
tions are implemented to avoid acoustic wave reflections on open
boundaries of the computational domain and a buffer region is
added at the outlet of the domain to damp any residual numeri- 
cal waves [25] . After verification of mesh convergence, 48,180 cells
have been chosen for the computation.
A total of N Snap = 56 snapshots uniformly sampled over one pe- 
riod of the oscillation (around 2.8 non dimensional time) are taken
after the decay of transient flow. Fig. 2 shows the POD eigenvalue
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the first 6 POD coefficients. Modes a 3 to a 6 are scaled up 
by a factor of 4. 
spectrum and the Relative Information Content (RIC) defined as
RIC (i ) =
∑ i
j=1 λ j / 
∑ N Snap
j=1 
λ j where λj is the j th POD eigenvalue. The
convergence of the POD eigenspectrum is fast: 6 modes are suffi- 
cient to represent 98.5% of the total fluctuation enthalpy. Clearly,
the first four eigenvalues occur in pairs of almost equal values, a
characteristic of convection-dominated flows. Modes 5, 8 and 11
are isolated in the spectrum and split up groups of two modes
of almost equal energy. Finally, starting from mode 12, modes are
merged into triplets of same energy. The contribution of all these
higher modes is very low not only in terms of energy but also
the dynamics. In Fig. 3 , we present the time evolution of the first
six temporal coefficients a k . As expected, the phase difference of
the temporal modes corresponding to the paired eigenvalues is
around π /2. Moreover, in agreement with the POD eigenspectrum,
the fast damping of the higher time coefficients can be observed.
Mode 5 exhibits a different dynamic behavior, in a similar way to
modes 8 and 11 (not shown here). This point remains largely unex- 
plained and deserves further numerical studies. A possible expla- 
nation may be a numerical adjustment of the higher POD modes
to better capture the low amplitude and low frequency flow dy- 
namics not described by the most energetic modes.
The vorticity contours of the first three pairs of spatial POD
modes are represented in Fig. 4 . As expected, a phase shift be- 
tween odd and even modes can be observed in the cavity, in the
shear layer and downstream of the wall boundary layer. The spa- 
tial organization of mode 5 seems similar to the other modes,
suggesting that this mode provides only a time amplitude adjust- 
ment with respect to the reference high-fidelity flow data. We see
that the vorticity is mainly concentrated in the shear layer, the
boundary layer and the separated flow regions inside the cavity.
On the downstream cavity corner, the impact of the shear layer
strongly modifies the vorticity distribution along both the verti- 
cal and downstream horizontal wall boundary layers. Since the
vorticity flux at a wall is strongly related to the tangential pres- 
sure gradient, the local unsteadiness of the wall vorticity flux can
be associated to strong pressure fluctuations and therefore can be
considered as the origin of the noise emission at the corner. This
corresponds to the low frequency dynamics of the flow. The thin
layer of alternative positive and negative vorticity, visible just af- 
ter the downstream corner (2 ≤ x ≤4), indicates the presence of
a separation. A topological equivalence of the modes correspond-
Fig. 4. Vorticity contours of the first three pairs of POD modes. 
Fig. 5. Dilatation contours for the first three pairs of POD modes. 
Fig. 6. Phase portraits of the first POD modes for k = 2 –6. 
ing to the paired eigenvalues is also observed. To spatially repre- 
sent the high frequency range, we introduce the volumetric dilata- 
tion rate defined in 2D as ∇ ·u . The dilatation reveals the direc- 
tivity of sound propagation radiated from the downstream corner,
as shown in Fig. 5 for the first six POD modes. A wave propaga- 
tion directivity of 135 ° is observed as reported in Rowley et al.
[30] . An increase of frequency content with the POD mode num- 
ber is clearly visible. It is also worthwhile to note that the single- 
frequency Kelvin-Helmholtz shear layer instabilities do not seem to
contribute mainly to the noise emission.
Fig. 6 represents the phase portraits of the reduced-order model
(4) after identification of the coefficients with the calibration pro-
Fig. 7. Time evolution of the first four temporal POD coefficients over a time win- 
dow greater than the one corresponding to the validity of the POD ROM. The 
reduced-order model diverges at t ≈11. 
cedure described in Nagarajan et al. [26] . A very good agree- 
ment between the temporal coefficients coming from the identified
model and the ones directly determined by POD has been obtained
for a time horizon corresponding to the snapshots acquisition pe- 
riod (not shown here). All the curves are closed, shedding light
on the oscillatory characteristic of the flow. The identified ROM
model is expected to be valid over a much longer time horizon.
However, as reported in Sirisup and Karniadakis [36] , even with
a correct state initialization of the reduced-order model, the solu- 
tion may drift away after many time periods. Fig. 7 illustrates that
Fig. 8. Temporal excitation γ e imposed to the cavity simulation for extracting the 
POD modes used in the resolution of the optimal control problem. 
the identified model correctly represents the dynamics until t C 11
after which there is a rapid divergence. It is noticeable that the di- 
vergence begins with the higher POD mode. Since the time horizon
of the optimal control process is usually much larger than the flow
period, the reduced-order model has been identified for a much
larger time horizon, see Nagarajan et al. [26] .
4.2. Reduced-order modeling for the actuated flow
The main difficulty of using a reduced-order model based on
POD as approximate model to solve an optimization problem is the
lack of robustness of the model when it is used for values of the
control parameters different than the ones employed for deriving
it. Two strategies are then possible. First, the reduced-order model
can be derived once for all and used throughout the optimization
process. In that case, it is necessary to give special attention to
the derivation of the model, and more especially to the snapshots
that are used for determining the POD modes, see Bergmann et al.
[4] for instance. The second strategy is to update the reduced-order
models during the optimization process. For that, the trust-region
proper orthogonal decomposition (TRPOD) approach can be imple- 
mented as it was done in Bergmann and Cordier [3] . In this paper,
we decide to follow the procedure proposed in Bergmann et al.
[4] and to derive generalized POD modes that correspond to an
ad hoc forcing term rich in frequency content. A good choice is the
so-called ”chirp” function. Mathematically, it can be represented by
the temporal excitation γ e defined as:
γe (t) = A 1 sin (2 πSt 1 t) × sin ( 2 πSt 3 t − A 2 sin (2 πSt 2 t) ) , (13)
where A 1 = 0 . 1 , A 2 = 27 , St 1 = 1 / 60 , St 2 = 1 / 30 and St 3 = 2 / 3 (see
Fig. 8 ). A new DNS simulation is then performed with the forc- 
ing γ e introduced at the cavity upstream corner ( x/D ∈ Äc =
[ −0 . 15 ;−0 . 05] ) where the flow is most sensitive to external dis- 
turbances [24] . The actuation is modeled as a normal velocity com- 
ponent v w (x , t) = γe (t) s (x ) where s is equal to a sine function for
x ∈ Äc and zero elsewhere. The choice of a sine function for s en- 
sures the continuity of derivative for the wall normal velocity. The
spectrum of the chirp function γ e is shown in Fig. 9 . The frequency
content is determined as the amplitude of the Fast Fourier Trans- 
form of the RMS signal. To improve the spectral resolution, the sig- 
nal is periodized over a time window equal to 20 time periods of
Fig. 9. Amplitude of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the temporal excitation γ e . 
Fig. 10. Optimized control function γ opt : (a) time evolution signal and (b) ampli- 
tude of the corresponding FFT. 
γ e . The frequencies vary in the range 0 . 5 − 1 . 6 with a dominant
frequency 1 at 1.5.
To compute the actuated spatial mode ψ , 60 0 snapshots are
collected evenly from the DNS over a non-dimensional time T e =
30 that corresponds to one period of the chirp excitation. The op- 
timal control approach described in Section 3 is then solved for
ℓ 1 = 1 and ℓ 2 = 0 . This choice corresponds to the case where the
cost of the actuators is neglected. This simplification is justified
1 In our simulations, the length scales are non-dimensionalized by the cavity 
depth ( D = 1 ) and the velocities by U ∞ = 1 . Therefore the term frequency and 
Strouhal number is used interchangeably. 
Fig. 11. Phase portraits of the optimized controlled flow for modes 2–5 with respect to mode 1. 
Fig. 12. Time evolution of the first six temporal POD coefficients obtained for the 
optimized control law γ opt ( t ). 
since we are not interested in the energetic efficiency but rather
to attain the smallest possible value of the objective functional.
The iterative algorithm described at the end of Section 3 is ap- 
plied with T o = 15 . The procedure stops when the change in the
value of C is less than 10 −5 between two successive iterations, i.e.
when | 1C(a act , γ ) | = |C (m +1) (a act , γ ) − C (m ) (a act , γ ) | ≤ 10 −5 . The
convergence is obtained after 900 iterations corresponding to a
CPU time of around 10 0 0 s. For the whole optimization procedure,
including the generation of snapshots, the computational time is
around 14 h on an Intel Xeon 5670 processor. The vast majority of
this time is employed by the DNS simulation for producing the ac- 
tuated snapshots. Performing an optimal control approach with the
full Navier–Stokes equations and their adjoint would require few
Fig. 13. Locations of the pressure sensors inside the cavity in non-dimensional co- 
ordinates. 
days, since the computational cost of solving the adjoint NSE is ap- 
proximately the same as solving the NSE [24] . In addition, it should
be noticed that the direct state should be saved on the whole grid
at every time step to solve the adjoint NSE. In conclusion, a huge
saving in computational time and memory is made with the POD
ROM based optimization.
The time evolution of the optimized control function γopt and
its associated spectrum are plotted in Fig. 10 (a) and (b), respec- 
tively. The actuation tends to zero at the end of the optimization
time window. This is a sign that a new converged state is obtained
in the phase space (see the discussion later). The optimal solution
Fig. 14. Comparison of the non-dimensional pressure signals at various locations of the cavity between the uncontrolled flow (solid line) and optimized controlled flow 
(dashed line). t 0 is an arbitrary time instant. 
is found within the frequency range of the temporal excitation γ e
(see Fig. 9 ) and in the range of the expected physical flow fre- 
quency. Indeed, the spectrum shows that the optimal forcing acts
at the natural frequency of the unactuated flow i.e. at f = 0 . 34 . It is
as if the optimal control approach provides the physical anti-phase
control solution. Fig. 12 represents the evolution of the temporal
coefficients obtained by integrating (7) with the optimized control
function γopt . As expected, a significant reduction in the amplitude
of the temporal modes is found. We also observe that the mean
values of the time coefficients remain very close to zero. The effect
of the control law is to decrease the unsteadiness level of the state
solution and probably the noise emission of the real flow.
The phase portraits of the optimized controlled flow are shown
in Fig. 11 for the temporal coefficients a 2 –a 5 plotted against a 1 .
Clearly, the dynamics is drawn to a specified area of the phase
space. This attractor corresponds to an equilibrium state of the
high-fidelity forced cavity flow. For this reason, the optimized con- 
trol γopt can be considered effective over an infinite (large) time
horizon. The main effect of the actuation is to damp the first two
POD modes which are the most representative of the uncontrolled
flow.
Unlike the Trust-region POD approach [3,13] where there is
a mathematical guarantee that the solution determined with the
POD-based optimal control approach converge to the one obtained
by the high-fidelity model, there is no such guarantee with the
simpler framework developed in this paper. The optimal control
law γopt is then introduced into the numerical simulation to check
not only the reduction of unsteadiness in the actuated flow but
mainly the reduction of noise levels in the cavity. From the careful
analysis of the high-fidelity controlled simulations and from addi- 
tional work not discussed here [1] , an explanation of the actuation
effect is proposed. The unsteady actuation is located very close to
the highest sensitivity zone of the flow, the upstream cavity corner.
By a complex but quasi-linear receptivity mechanism, the Kelvin–
Fig. 15. Comparison of Power Spectral Density (PSD) at various locations of the cavity between the uncontrolled flow (solid line) and optimized controlled flow (dashed 
line). The PSD is estimated with the classical Welch’s method. The time series is multiplied with an Hanning function to reduce the bias in the periodogram. 
Helmholtz (KH) instabilities are modified, resulting in a change of
the impingement on the downstream corner. It can be observed
that the KH structures are slightly deviated downward, reducing
the number of direct impact on the downstream corner. Finally, all
the feedback loop mechanism inside the cavity is modified, lead- 
ing to a reduction of the unsteadiness of the pressure fluctuations.
At the end, it results in noise reduction and a change of the spa- 
tial distribution of the local minimum and maximum of pressure
fluctuations of the whole flow. To emphasize this, pressure sig- 
nals have been sampled at various locations in the shear layer and
above the cavity (see Fig. 13 ) to estimate the efficiency of the op- 
timized control law in terms of noise emission. Fig. 14 represents
a comparison of the non-dimensional pressure signals for the un- 
controlled flow and optimized controlled flow. At all the sensor lo- 
cations, the amplitude of the pressure signals is substantially re- 
duced suggesting that the minimization of the state variables un- 
steadiness also lead to the reduction of the pressure unsteadiness.
The complex time evolution of the fluctuations are the results of
the significant variations of the local frequency content. The spec- 
tra reported in Fig. 15 show an overall decrease in sound pressure
level in the frequency range of interest for this configuration, and
specifically around the dominant frequency of γopt . An important
reduction larger than 10 dB can be observed in the far field, for in- 
stance for the sensors 1 and 2, and on a large frequency bandwidth
up to 4. For higher frequencies, the actuation effect is insignificant
but the noise level is already negligible. The sixth sensor is located
in the zone of highest directivity (see Fig. 5 ). The effect of actu- 
ation on this particular spectrum is less pronounced than for the
other sensors. This is further emphasized in Fig. 16 .
The OverAll Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) for the uncontrolled
and optimized controlled flow are shown in Fig. 16 (a) and (b), re- 
spectively. The actuation effect can be observed in the whole do- 
main, and more especially at the downstream cavity corner and
in the zone of highest directivity. The variations of OASPL linked
to the introduction of the optimized actuation in the high-fidelity
simulation are shown on Fig. 16 (c). These variations are estimated
Fig. 16. Contours of the Overall SPL (OASPL) levels in the most relevant part of the computational domain. (a): uncontrolled flow and (b): optimized controlled flow. The 
same range of contours is used for (a) and (b). (c): Difference of OASPL i.e. 1(OASPL), see the definition in the text. (d): Streamwise variations of 1(OASPL) at four vertical 
positions y . 
Table 1 
Values of 1(OASPL) in the two computational blocks. The 
cavity block is defined by y < 0 and the upper block by 
0 ≤ y ≤6 and −2 ≤ x ≤ 6 . 〈 1(OASPL) 〉 S : spatially weighted 
average of 1(OASPL); 1(OASPL) min and 1(OASPL) max : min- 
imum and maximum values of 1(OASPL), respectively. 
Block 〈 1(OASPL) 〉 S 1(OASPL) min 1(OASPL) max 
upper −5.28 −16.4 5.2 
cavity −3.03 −4.7 4.3 
as 1( OASPL ) = OASPL opt − OASPL unc where OASPL opt and OASPL unc
stand for optimized and uncontrolled flow, respectively. Locally,
near x = −2 , and in some isolated areas above the cavity, an in- 
crease of noise level up to 3 dB is observed. However, the domi- 
nant trend is the reduction of noise level. The highest reduction is
obtained in a slightly inclined band upstream the cavity, in the re- 
gion downstream the cavity and in the far field for y > 4 and x > 3.
To quantify in a more global way the noise variations induced
by the control, we define for the two computational blocks (cav- 
ity and upper block) 〈 1(OASPL) 〉 S , the weighted spatial average
of 1(OASPL). The results are reported in Table 1 with the mini- 
mum and maximum values of 1(OASPL). The maximum increase
of noise level in the cavity is quite large (4.3 dB), compared to the
value of the weighted spatial average in this block that is equal
to −3 . 03 dB . However, this maximum is localized in a very small
area, just in the middle of the shear layer. As stated before, the
actuation modifies the shear layer receptivity and therefore some
strong variations of noise level can be expected in this region. The
value of the weighted spatial average in the upper block is equal to
−5 . 28 dB . This value is combined with a large amplitude of varia- 
tion of 1(OASPL), about 22 dB from minimum to maximum. Since
the noise reduction increases in the far field, extending the up- 
per domain used for the averaging will lead to a decrease of the
weighted spatial average value.
To further analyze the variations of OASPL, 1(OASPL) are plot- 
ted along the streamwise direction for four values of y , see
Fig. 16 (d). For y = −0 . 5 (inside the cavity), a local peak at 3 dB is
trapped in the cavity, as it is clearly visible in Fig. 16 (c). Some os- 
cillations of 1(OASPL) are observed in the upper block, just above
the cavity ( y = 0 . 5 ). These oscillations are due to the shear layer
instability which plays a crucial role in the flow dynamic and in
the flow aeroacoustic as shown in the dilatation plots of the POD
modes ( Fig. 5 ). At larger vertical positions ( y = 4 and y = 6 ), the
influence of the KH instability disappears. Two large peaks emerge
upstream the cavity and just at the vertical of the cavity center.
Two large minimum are also present at the level of the cavity up- 
stream corner and just above the cavity downstream corner. At the
far field ( y = 6 ), the noise level decrease is between 1 dB and 9 dB.
Far downstream the cavity, the noise level continues to decrease
but with lesser meaning, considering that the noise levels in the
flow is naturally low.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we minimized the noise emitted from a low-
Reynolds compressible two-dimensional flow past a cavity with a
reduced-order optimal control approach based on POD modes. For
that, a direct numerical simulation of the compressible Navier–
Stokes equations was performed to obtain unactuated flow solu- 
tions at different time instants. Based on these snapshots, a Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition was applied to extract dominant modes
in terms of an inner product based on the enthalpy norm. A
reduced-order model of the unactuated dynamics was then derived
by a Galerkin projection of the isentropic Navier–Stokes equations
onto the first POD modes. To improve the long term accuracy of
the reduced-order model, an identification procedure was used to
determine the coefficients of the model. In a second step, this un- 
actuated model was augmented with a particular control input
separation method, leading to the determination of a spatial actua- 
tion mode. The robustness of the model to the variation of the con- 
trol parameters was further strengthened by using an ensemble of
actuated snapshots corresponding to chirp-forced transients. This
actuated reduced-order model was employed in an adjoint-based
optimal control approach to minimize the total enthalpy unsteadi- 
ness. Finally, the optimized control law was introduced into the
high-fidelity model to prove the optimality in terms of noise re- 
duction. As a result, a maximum noise reduction of 4.7 dB has been
reached in the cavity and more than 16 dB at the far-field down- 
stream the cavity. Locally in the near field, some pressure waves
are trapped and increased the noise level without large propaga- 
tion. An attempt to explain the effect of the actuation on the flow
physics has been proposed. We claim that the actuation disturbs
the receptivity mechanism of the shear layer in such a way that
the KH structures no longer impact directly the downstream cav- 
ity corner, reducing the intensity of the well-known feedback loop
mechanism.
Given the low computational costs needed for solving an opti- 
mization problem with a POD ROM, we can conclude that using
reduced-order models for solving a constrained optimization prob- 
lem is a key strategy. However, one drawback of that approach is
the lack of mathematical proof that the solution of the optimiza- 
tion problem with the approximation model will correspond to the
solution of the optimization problem with the original high-fidelity
model.
Many directions of improvement can be considered as per- 
spectives. The first idea is to increase the Reynolds number and
to change the cavity configuration to assess the interest of the
method for more complex flow configurations. One aim could be to
extend the methodology to investigate flow control in some three- 
dimensional turbulent flows. For that, a number of challenges need
to be addressed. First, accurate 3D simulations of turbulent flows
with actuation effect need to be developed. Second, turbulence
scales need to be properly introduced into the POD ROM. Third, an
effective control strategy need to be implemented for determining
a physically interesting equilibrium state of the controlled flow.
Further simpler improvements can be carried out. The inner
product in the POD analysis and the governing equations employed
in the Galerkin projection can be modified, see for instance Zhang
et al. [37] where a POD ROM was constructed involving primi- 
tive variables of the fully compressible Navier–Stokes equations.
Concerning the chirp actuation law, used for extracting the actu- 
ation mode and defining the generalized POD modes, its influence
should be evaluated as well. The last obvious direction is to modify
the definition of the objective functional by using another noise- 
related function based on the pressure evolution in a certain re- 
gion of the far-field [ 28 , for instance]. Another promising extension
of the current work is to correlate the near-field hydrodynamics to
the far-field acoustics to obtain a suitable plant model as demon- 
strated in Schlegel et al. [34] . Another possible extension is to ap- 
ply the Trust-Region POD framework developed in Bergmann and
Cordier [3] for which there is a mathematical assurance that the
optimal solution based on the POD ROM corresponds to a local
optimizer for the high-fidelity model. Finally, we can envision to
apply a model-free control strategy based on Genetic Programming
[12] to determine in an unsupervised manner a closed-loop control
law leading to the maximum noise reduction.
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Appendix A. A non convex optimization approach to handle
the acoustic terms
To minimise the acoustic noise one defines a functional based
on the dilatation operator defined by
D : H 2 (Ä) −→ R
(u, v , c) −→
∫
Ä
(u x + v y ) 
2 dÄ (14)
The flow field expansion for the actuated case can be written as
q = q + γ (t) ψ +
n ∑
i =1 
a i (t) φi (15)
On applying the operator D we obtain
D(q ) = D( q ) + γ (t) D(ψ ) +
n ∑
i =1 
a i (t) D(φi )
= P + γ (t) M +
n ∑
i =1 
a i (t) N i (16)
For the optimisation problem we propose to minimise the func- 
tional given by
˜ J (a ) =
∫ T
0 
J (a ) dt where
J (a ) =
n ∑
i =1 
a i (t) N i (17)
The above definition of the functional gives the time average of the
dilatation over the period of optimization. Also note that the above
definition of our functional is not quadratic unlike the definition
we have used before and hence the process does not guarantee a
minimiser. The constrained optimization can be now written as{ 
min (γ ,a ) ˜ J (a, γ )
s.t.
N (a, γ ) = 0
The Lagrangian for the above problem can be defined as can be
defined by introducing the adjoint variable ξ
L (a, γ , ξ ) = ˜ J (a, γ ) − 〈 ξ , N (a, γ ) 〉
= ˜ J (a, γ ) −
n ∑ 
i =1 
∫ T
0 
ξi (t) N i (a, γ ) dt (18)
minimisation of the above functional with respect to the state vari- 
able a gives the adjoint equations
dξi (t)
dt
= −
n ∑
i =1 
(
L i j + γ (t) h 2 i j +
n ∑ 
i =1 
(
Q jik + Q jki
)
a k (t)
)
ξ j (t) − N i
(19)
with the terminal condition given by
ξi (T ) = 0
The optimality system obtained by finding the stationary value
with respect to the control parameter γ is given as
1γL =
∫ T
0 
n ∑
i =1 
P i ∇γ dt (20)
where
P i =
n ∑
i =1 
(
h 1 i +
n ∑
j=1 
h 2 i j a j + 2 h 3 i γ (t)
)
ξi
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